
VelaShape® 
Proven Clinical Results
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In various clinical studies, patients report an average circumference reduction of 1-3 centimetres post 
treatment.1,2,3 A recent study of 35 patients demonstrated a 29% reduction of the thickness of the fat layer 
(between baseline and the 1-month follow up) as well as 97% patient satisfaction.1
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Average reduction of 

1-3cm
in circumference 
post treatment1,2,3

Average reduction of 

29% 
of fat layer  
thickness*1
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VelaShape III is the perfect, non-surgical answer for treating those ‘problem areas’ that cause patients to feel so 
displeased about their body image. Powered by elo–s technology, VelaShape III combines IR (infrared), bi-polar 
RF (radio frequency) and vacuum to precisely heat the tissue up to 3mm and 15mm depth respectively. This 
results in a localised reduction in skin laxity, volume and an overall improvement in skin structure and texture.

Combining the treatment benefits of asap cellulite + skin tightening treatment and VelaShape III. Results achieved after three treatments.  
These photos have not been re-touched or digitally enhanced.

Non-surgical
Non-invasive
No downtime
Comfortable

VelaShape® III 
Mastering body treatments
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Cellulite Treatment  •  Skin Tightening  •  Body Contouring 

Visible results in as little as one treatment
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